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Abstract: Following J.-L. Krivine, we call the type inference system introduced
by M. Coppo and M. Dezani where types are propositional formulae written with
conjunction and implication from propositional letters — there is no special constant
. We show here that the well-known result on , stating that any term which possesses a type in strongly normalises does not need a new reducibility argument, but
is a mere consequence of strong normalization for natural deduction restricted to the
conjunction and implication. The proof of strong normalization for natural deduction, and therefore our result, as opposed to reducibility arguments, can be carried
out within primitive recursive arithmetic. On the other hand, this enlightens the relation between and that G. Pottinger has already wondered about, and can be
applied to other situations, like the lambda calculus with multiplicities of G. Boudol.
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Une note sur les types avec intersection


le système
Résumé : Suivant la terminologie de J.-L. Krivine, appelons
d’inférence de type introduit par M. Coppo et M. Dezani, dont les types sont des formules propositionnelles écrites avec la conjonction et l’implication intuitionnistes à
partir de variables propositionnelles — sans la constante particulière . Nous montrons ici que le résultat bien connu sur , qui affirme que tout terme typable dans
est fortement normalisable ne nécessite pas un argument de réductibilité, mais est
une simple conséquence de la normalisation forte de la déduction naturelle restreinte
à l‘implication et la conjonction. La normalisation forte de la déduction naturelle, et
par là même notre résultat, peut être établie dans l’arithmétique primitive récursive,
à la différence des arguments de réductibilité. Par ailleurs, on éclaire ainsi la relation entre et déjà envisagée par G. Pottinger, et notre méthode peut s’appliquer à
d’autres systèmes comparables tel le lambda calcul avec multiplicités de G. Boudol.












Mots-clé : Lambda calcul, types avec intersection, normalisation forte. Logique,
théorie de la démonstration, déduction naturelle, normalisation forte.
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A. I NTRODUCTION
The type inference system with intersection was introduced by M. Coppo,
M. Dezani and P. Sallé [CD78, Sal78, CDC80, CDCV81], to extend Curry’s theory
of functionality. It involves the usual arrow of Curry’s system, together with the
conjunction or intersection, and a constant called , standing for the empty conjunc in [Kri90], allows to characterise soltion. This type inference system, called
 , and normalising
vable  -terms as  -terms having a non-trivial type according to
 -terms as  -terms having a type without in a context without according to 
[CDCV81, Kri90].
 by leaving out the
The system we are here interested in, is obtained from
constant formula , introduced in [CDC80, Pot80], called system
in [Kri90]
allows a characterisation of strongly normalising  -terms as -typable  -terms
[CDC80, Pot80, Kri90].
We (re)prove here that "every -typable  -term strongly normalises" , using the
strong normalization of natural deduction. It is known that is a sub-calculus of
natural deduction for intuitionistic logic [Gen34, Jaś34, Pra65] and we use its treelike presentation of [Pra65] in order to make use of the standard result of its strong
normalization [Pra71, Gir87] — thus avoiding a reducibility argument.
This method presents the following advantages:




























The reducibility argument usually used for this proof can not be carried out in Primitive Recursive Arithmetic (PRA ), while strong normalization for natural deduction can, like in [Gir87]  . This proof of [Gir87] reduces strong normalization to
weak normalization by PRA means — following the argument that [Gan80] introduced for Gödel’s system  . In the ND case the proof of weak normalization is
clearly a proof of PRA , and therefore the strong normalization too.


This proof enlightens the relation between the conjunction of and intuitionistic
conjunction. The former is a restriction of the latter: conjunction is applied only
when the proofs have the same underlying arrow structure. Because of this restriction according to the term (a part of the already built proof), and not to the involved formulae, may not be considered as a logical system like simply typed


 The first proof of strong normalization for natural deduction, [Pra71], was using a reducibility

argument and could not be carried out in PRA .
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-calculus, Gödel’s system  , Girard’s system ... This fact was already underlined by [Hin84] , and is confirmed by our result: our proof of strong normalization
for -typable terms can be carried out in PRA while includes integers and all
total recursive functions.









Our method is general, hence relevant for other systems, like the  -calculus with
multiplicities [Bou93]. Roughly speaking, it is a refinement of , where intuitionistic logic for
is replaced by linear logic with weakening for
.



B. L ABELLED



NATURAL DEDUCTION



LND



We present as a tree-like natural deduction system, namely a sub-calculus of
ND [Pra65] because of the two following reasons: the normalization of ND proofs is
closer to -reduction, and strong normalization of the underlying proofs in a
“sequent” presentation of natural deduction may not be reckoned as a standard result.
We define a type inference according to as a labelled natural deduction LND
for short, i.e. a natural deduction where each node is labelled with a  -term.
We define them in order to have: 
in where the

free variables of are exactly the ones in 
if and only if there is

a LND proof of
under the assumptions
, i.e. for any free
 
leave of the PLND there exists an index such that the leave is
.
These LND proofs satisfy the following property, needed to define the matching
operation:
two free leaves labelled by the same variable have the same formula.
Apart from their labels, these proofs are standard natural deductions, although
not any natural deduction may be labelled to be a LND proof — see [Hin84].


 




     


       

  



!

The note [Hin84] gives a formula true according to intuitionistic logic, which is an empty type
according to . The argument is quite general, and can be adapted to e.g. [Bou93] for the refinement
of working with multiplicative linear logic.

!
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axiom Given any formula , and a variable ,



is a LND proof.

matching Assume the   and  are two LND proofs, whose common free leaves
labels are   , the type of the labelled free leaves being  in  
and
in  . Let    be obtained from   by writing a projection leading
from
  to
 above each free leave
   of   .
Then    is a LND as well. We similarly define   obtained from  by
  — and not
  — to
adding a projection leading from
above each free
.



 
    :

 


    




 

      
     

   !    
     

  .  :
    !    
  

    !    
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abstraction / arrow introduction If  is a LND , of
under the assumptions
, then the proof obtained by an arrow introduction
 
rule, leading to the formula
where exactly the leaves whose label is
are discharged is a LND , whose conclusion is 
.

      
 

If the following proof is a LND :

  
  

then the following also is a LND :



 

 

 

  

  
     





application / arrow elimination Assume we have two LND   and  , with conclusions
and
; then the proof obtained from     and  .
by an arrow elimination rule, leading to is a LND as well whose conclusion
is
.
If 



  






and 



 are the following LND :
       





  






 



then the following also is a LND :
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product / conjunction introduction Assume we have two LND proofs   and 
 and
whose conclusions
have the same label. Then the proof
obtained from     and    by a conjunction introduction rule, is a LND

as well whose conclusion is
.







 

If   and   are the following LND ,


 



     


  



      

  











then the following also is a LND :

           
      

projection / conjunction elimination Assume   is a LND whose conclusion is
 

. Then the proof obtained from   by a conjunction elimination, lea
ding to a proof of , is a LND as well, whose conclusion is
.





If the following is a LND :



 

 

 

so are the following deductions:
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  corresponds to a type inference in of   :
 under the assumptions     may be
1. a LND proof of  
          , and
viewed as a type inference in leading to 

A LND proof  of





conversely.



2. given a variable , if the bound variables of all have distinct names, different
from the free variable names, then either:



does neither occur in nor in 

(a)

(b) all  leaves labelled
(c) all  leaves labelled

are free and

is free in

are bound and




is bound in .

But a LND  is also related to its ND structure:
3. the erasement of the labels in  leads to a ND proof

  



   . 
   


 

   

 







.

    






   

 



  

4. the formulae of a -redex have the same label (see Fig. 1).


 



    

5. the -reduction, i.e. the reduction of -redexes preserves the typing: given a
proof  in LND of
, under the assumptions 
, whenever

  ,  is also a LND proof with the same conclusion and assumptions: the
-reduction does not modify the labels (see Fig. 1).
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C. A RESTRICTION ON TYPES : 


A formula is said to be a prime formula whenever: for any subformula  of
 (possibly
   ), if     , then  is not a conjunction — this restriction


for

-typings already appeared in e.g. [CDCV81].
A LND proof  satisfies  if and only if any formula appearing in  is a prime
formula.
We can inductively map formulae onto prime formulae, as in [Hin82]:



if



 

  , then    

if
      , then          

— although it does not matter, let us say that the bracketting of the
 and  are the same.

if

is atomic, then



in

We easily obtain by induction on the LND structure the two following propositions, the first one being already in [Hin82]:

        in then there is a typing

   which is a LND proof.
     
       satisfying  . If
Proposition 2 Let  be a LND proof of 



Proposition 1 If one has

 


 then   is a LND proof satisfying 

as well.

The stricto sensu converse does not hold:
Let

 2



  

1  2  2 1 1
)    2

) !    2"



 $# / 1%& / )' but not  &# / 1%( /   ) .
One has 
 # / 1%*) ' $ + /   '  ) using a "dummy" ' , . This
Nevertheless one has:  &
, is-  completely
general: a straight forward induction shows that whenever  ".-  # $&$%$ # 0/ 1-/ %
there
, 2 , 32 2 , such that   $ - 4 # $%$%$ # 5/ 6- / % , 2  - . So if one like [Pot80] then
exists a term with
explicitly
2

!

add an (independent) rule to then it holds.
This converse also holds if one considers a subtyping preorder 7 like in [BCDC83, Hin82] or if
types are considered up to the equivalence generated by this preoder, like in [Bou93]. This is clear,
 8  7    , and works with a
since such a subtyping preorder includes 8
/
/
,- # # 1- %
,- # # / ,- / %
rule: if
and 79 then
9 .
2
In [BCDC83] it is shown that, however, the addition of the independant -rule is equivalent to the
addition of rules using a subtyping preorder.

    $%$%$  
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D. PARTICULAR L ABELLED N ATURAL D EDUCTIONS , PLND
We now restrict our attention to particular labelled natural deductions, PLND :

Definition 1 A PLND proof is a LND which satisfies:



: each formula



appearing in the proof is a prime formula

: the proof contains no





redex, i.e. is

normal.

The previous proposition 2 entails the following
Proposition 3 If  is a LND satisfying 
is a PLND .

, and if 




 with   satisfying

Regarding typability, PLND proofs are as powerfull as
Proposition 4 If a terms admits a typing
which is a PLND proof.

 

in







, then 

:

, then it admits a typing

 *

Proof: Immediate consequence of the two previous propositions 1 and 3, taking
into account that is a strongly normalising reduction.


Proposition 5 Let  be a PLND , and let
rule is a product, unless is a variable.







be a node of  . Then the above





not
Proof: (By contradiction) Take an inner most (higher most) node
coming from a product rule, with not a variable. What rule may precede
this rule? It neither may be:
nothing — since is not a variable,
an abstraction — because of the conjunctive type,
an application — because of the general restriction  on types
a projection — otherwise the premise would also be a product formula, still labelled by which is not a variable, and because we
choosed a higher most such configuration the above rule would
be a product, and there would be an redex.



Since we excluded the product rule, we have a contradiction.
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Proposition 6 Let  be a PLND . Then projections are only applied when the label
is a variable.
Proof: (By contradiction) Assume we have a projection:

 

  




If were not a variable then, because of the previous proposition, the above
rule would be a product, and there would be an -redex.


We thus obtain a kind of normal form for typings: sequence of projections only
at the top of the tree, and sequences of products only before the argument part of applications (we do not prove the second part concerning products, since it is obvious,
and not needed for our result).
E. T YPING

IN

PLND IS PRESERVED

BY

- REDUCTION

We write the usual reduction of natural reduction, consisting in the transitive
closure of the union of and , the reduction of -redexes:
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Remark 1 Remember that , although less local than , satisfies the following:

take a subtree of a ND proof  , and consider the -leaves, the bounded leaves of
whose binder
, as free leaves: this makes an ND proof. If
 lives outside


then 
under
are bound
  ; in 0 the images
 of an leave
by the binder of the corresponding leave, namely 
. This is also clear when
thinking of ND proofs as simply typed  -terms with products.











   



We can now present an improvement of the lemma 1 of [CDC80]:
Proposition 7 Let  be a proof of
there exists a PLND proof  of

 



 

in PLND . If
such that 

  is a






    , then

-reduct of ,
in ND .



The improvement lies in proving that the type inference of is obtained from the
one of by a sequence of reductions of the underlying proof in ND .

            
  
    

 

     


Proof: Given any PLND proof  of
, and given any redex  
in
   we show by induction on  there exists a PLND proof  of
under the assumption
, such
 
 last rule.
that 
 by reviewing all the possilibities for the



    

axiom the conclusion of  is indexed by a variable — since the choosen redex
must be a subterm of the final label, this case is excluded.

projection because of proposition 6 the conclusion of  is indexed by a variable — since the choosen redex must be a subterm of the final label,
this case is excluded too.








abstraction if the last rule is an abstraction, leading to
, the

choosen redex lies within its body
. The induction hypothesis applied to the PLND proof leading to
in the context 

, provides a proof such that
of
in the context

an abstraction rule to binding the
 leaves leads a proof   of; applying
in the context 
. The

preliminary remark 1 shows that 
 , q.e.d.

  
 
 

     
      
  

product if the last rule is a product leading from 
and 
to 


 in the context      , the left (resp.
right)
subtree
is a




proof (resp.  ) of 
(resp. 
) in the context 
     .
We apply induction hypothesis to these two proofs, with the same redex,
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and we obtain a proof (resp.  ) of
(resp.
) in the context
 ). So a product
, such that
(resp. 
 
rule may be applied to get a PLND proof  of
(there
is no need of a matching, it is already done) and it is easily observed,
following the preliminary remark 1 that 
 .



 









     is an application,
application if 
           and  

1. if
is in        , i.e.  
   the   redex
       apply the result to the proof of
where  
   , in a smaller context      , with the











   

same choosen redex. This provides a proof of
in the

context satisfying
. We can now apply the application rule
to get a proof of 
in the context
—



we do not have to match the common free variables at it was already
done. Using the remark 1, it is clear that 
 .
2. if the redex is in
, in the right subtree, proceed symmetrically
  , our requirements on
3. if the redex is this application
PLND entails that it defines a -redex in  , the underlying natural
deduction. Indeed what may be the last rule above  
?
because of the term   which is not a variable we know
there is a rule above it
because of the type
it may not be a product
because of the term   it may not be an application
because of the proposition 6, it may not be a projection
Therefore it is an abstraction, which together with the following application rule defines a ND redex.
We reduce it, and replace anywhere in the proof of 
the label
by . This  certainly defines a LND , which still enjoys  , and which
proves 
, under the same assumptions. The condition
may fail, but using proposition 3, the reduction leads to a PLND
proof of 
.
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Theorem If is typable in then strongly normalises, and the proof can be carried out in Primitive Recursive Arithmetic.



Proof: Because of proposition 4, if is typable in
be turn into a PLND proof  by PRA means.



by using a proof then may

Since we want to remain in PRA , we state strong normalization like this: given any  -term and a typing  of it, that we can assume to be a PLND proof,
the length of its reduction paths is bounded by some integer
 ; we can
even say
 since  contains the information .



 


 



Since the ND proof  strongly normalises the length of its reduction paths
is bounded by some integer
 . Because of the previous proposition a sequence of
-reductions of give rise to a sequence of at least
reduction
 .
in ND , and therefore is bounded by




 



The tree manipulations described in this note can obviously be carried out in
PRA , in particular the ones leading from the typing in to a PLND proof,
and, as explained above, the proof of strong normalization for ND also can.
Therefore our proof of "every -typable  -term strongly normalises" also can.
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